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. Bloodiescript's Bloody Script Engine is a powerful, free tool for blood scripts. Free trial available, no registration required.
Designed to be flexible and to serve a wide variety of needs, it is not limited to the higher-level scripting languages such as
Python or Ruby, including a powerful cross-platform hosting language. Also features a handy script debugger as well as a

powerful event and variable library. You have a choice of different versions of the engine, based on features you want to use or
whether you are using the Windows platform. A non-free version can be installed for this purpose. Key Features include:. Easy

use: The "Highly automated script authoring tool" (Bloody Script) has a number of easy-to-use, automated features such as auto-
completion of names and types, auto-completion of methods, parameter lists, and validation of parameter types. Easy

integration with other language features: The scripting language and the rest of the framework share the same.NET base; as a
result, the scripting engine is designed to be used from within other.NET languages such as C# and VB.NET. The scripting

engine also shares some features with other scripting languages, such as Perl and Python, making it easy to integrate with other
languages. .NET language features: As of version 1.0, the scripting engine shares the.NET.NET Framework with the rest of

the.NET language features. Unlimited script memory: With enough memory, scripts can be arbitrarily large, with a maximum
limit of 32Gb. The limited in-memory scripts can be used for interaction with the.NET Framework, to process data, or to other

scripts, without worrying about running out of memory or having your scripts crash because of stack corruption. .NET
Framework support: Blood scripting also shares some of the.NET Framework features, such as.NET components and

properties, assembly bindings, and databinding. The scripting engine also shares some features with other scripting languages,
such as Perl and Python, making it easy to integrate with other.NET languages. Automated memory management: Scripts are

added to a scripting engine using a declarative API, rather than creating scripts via a procedural API, making them highly
flexible. Responsive to changes: Methods can be registered as transient, which causes them to be removed from the scripting
engine after compilation. Transient methods are suitable for situations where a function is only needed for a short period of

time. Built-
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